
Ukraine’s denazification operation: operational update 6 April (updated)

Description

UKRAINE: 18:40 Weapons and ammunition distributed to civilians in Snigiryovka seized by
Rosgvardiya.

18:36 Izyum is under fire from Ukrainian rocket artillery right now. Cluster munitions are exploding right
above the city centre.

17:47 Kherson and Zaporizhzhya regions start trading in rubles: “Crimea is very closely and fruitfully
restoring cooperation with the southern regions of Ukraine, which have always reached out to us,
always helped Crimea as a tourist territory to supply food to a large number of tourists. Our friends in
Kherson and Zaporizhzhya regions are restoring this function. They are starting to trade in rubles,”
Deputy Prime Minister of Crimea Georgy Muradov.

17:05 Kiev has been disrupting the exchange of prisoners of war for a long time, and on pre-agreed
terms: the exchange of prisoners of war planned for 6 April has been disrupted by the Ukrainian side.

17:04 Russia is treating all prisoners of war in accordance with the norms of international humanitarian
law – the Russian Ministry of Defence.

17:03 I accuse the Western media, and above all the US media, not just of spreading fakes and
disinformation, but of complicity in the crime in the town of Butch – Zakharova.

17:02 The Russian Defence Ministry calls on the UN, the OSCE, the ICRC, as well as the leadership of
Germany, Turkey and France, which are actively working on the Ukrainian humanitarian track, to
demand that the Ukrainian authorities immediately allow ICRC representatives access to Russian
prisoners of war, in order to establish detention conditions and conduct in-depth medical examinations,
with the subsequent transfer of reporting documents to the Russian side and international
organizations.
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16:47 It has been reliably established that Russian servicemen are subjected to torture, violence,
bullying, which in its inhumanity replicate the actions of punishers during the Second World War –
Russian Ministry of Defense.

16:33 The Turkish Defence Ministry has reported the successful neutralisation of a drifting mine
discovered in the Black Sea.

15:51 After the provocation in Bucha, Kiev’s preparation of new sabotage, including the use of
chemical weapons, seems likely. Radicals are storing ballistic missiles containing more than two
thousand tonnes of highly toxic fuel at the Pavlogorsk mechanical plant. These weapons
could be used by neo-Nazis to carry out a chemical attack on civilians for the purpose of later blaming
Russian troops.

15:31 The head of the Georgian Legion fighting in Ukraine says that neither he nor his subordinates
will take Russian soldiers prisoner. Mamuka Mamulashvili made this statement on air of the program
“Vozdukh”. Earlier video showing Russian soldiers, lying on the road with their hands tied, were being
finished off with a shot to the head. Mamulashvili confirmed that this is what his legion soldiers do.

15:08 The Ukrainian Cabinet of Ministers has passed a decree authorising the Teroborona
(Volkssturm) to use rocket systems and artillery. What does this mean? It means an official, state
“goodwill” for terrorism.
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15:05 This is how they create fakes about “civilians” killed by the Russian military. “Pinocchio” by
UkrNaziFilm. It’s troublesome with the living, then the corpses smoke, then they take their hands out
from under the wheels and rise up like zombies in the side-view mirror, but these are quiet, calm,
where you put them – there they lie.

14:53 Another Nazi from Azov went to the cauldron of Bandera and Shukhevych. This time the militant
Yaroslav Bryginets, call sign Makhach, was disposed of.

14:02 Turkey’s defence ministry reports the discovery of another mine in the Black Sea.

?????? ????? ????????? ???? ???? ? ?????? ????.
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13:25 The staging in Bucha needs to be investigated, but a real, impartial, independent investigation is
needed – Peskov.

13:07 The order to withdraw Russian troops from the Kiev region was given by Vladimir Putin
personally – Peskov.

11:43 Descendants of the victors on the recaptured Kremenets height above Izyum. Ivan III defended
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on it against the Tatars, it was the site of bloody battles in the Great Patriotic War. Russian troops now
control it.

??????? ??????????? ?? ??????????? ?????? ???????? ??? ??????
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11:10 Trophy weapons and ammunition captured in the town of Snigiryivka. This town with the
population slightly exceeding 12 thousand people was one of the first major population centres in
Mykolayiv region that was completely taken over by the RF Armed Forces.

11:06 Russian Armed Forces delivered more than 10 tons of humanitarian aid to Kherson, including
various cereals, sugar, sunflower oil, canned food. They also handed blankets, pillows, household
chemicals and medicines to residents of Kherson, and gave school supplies to children.

11:03 The Russian Defence Ministry has shown video of the Onyx missile strike on fuel bases
supplying Ukrainian troops.

10:36 A total of 125 aircraft, 93 helicopters, 407 unmanned aerial vehicles, 227 anti-aircraft missile
systems, 1981 tanks and other armoured fighting vehicles, 215 multiple rocket launchers, 854 field
artillery and mortar guns, as well as 1,882 pieces of special military vehicles have been destroyed
since the start of the special military operation.

10:27 Russian air defence forces shoot down four unmanned aerial vehicles in the areas of Berdyansk,
Gornyak, Uvanske and Chornobayivka.

10:25 Overnight, Russian Air Force and missile forces operational-tactical aircraft have hit 24 Ukrainian
military facilities. Among them: the Osa-AKM anti-aircraft missile system, five logistics depots, as well
as 11 strongholds and areas of concentration of combat equipment of the Ukrainian troops.

10:15 In the morning of 6 April, high-precision airborne and ground-based missiles destroyed five fuel
and lubricant storage depots in the areas of Radekhov, Kazatin, Prosyana, Mykolaiv and
Novomoskovsk. These facilities were used to supply fuel to military equipment of the Ukrainian army
groups in the areas of Kharkiv, Mykolaiv and Donbas.

09:43 The Ukrainian Armed Forces yesterday fired mortars at the positions of Russian border guards
in Suzhansk district of Kursk region – Governor Roman Starovoit. No casualties or destruction.

09:20 A missile strike was launched against facilities in the town of Koziatin in the Vinnytsia region. An
oil depot and a military unit were destroyed.

08:57 Briefly on Izyum: at 5 am, units of the 20th Army (252 MSP 3rd Vistula Motorized Rifle Division)
occupied the village of Brazhkovka, for which fierce battles were fought for several days. At the
moment the Ukrainian armed forces are pulling up their forces and preparing to counterattack.

08:52 In Mykolayiv, which is held by Ukrainian troops, locals draw V and Z symbols on the streets.
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08:47 Ukrainian official sources confirm destruction of two oil depots – in Kazatyn and near
Dnipropetrovsk.

08:40 Watch Russian military medics rescue civilians under AFU shelling in Izyum. Listen. And spit in
the face of those who claim that ours are shooting civilians.

08:08 Overnight Russian Air Force strikes exclusively at military facilities, bases, depots and locations
in Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Lviv, Vinnitsa, Novomoskovsk, Odessa.

08:00 Kiev regime’s rocket artillery strike on residential areas of Izyum wounded 7 civilians. 5 people
were killed. The Ukrainian armed forces are using cluster munitions on the city. A barbaric way of
waging war. Unfortunately, this is the norm for the neo-Nazi regime.

Due to censorship and blocking of all media and alternative views, stay tuned to our 
Telegram channel
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